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Untitled
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AIRCRAFT
Make
Model
Year
N Number
Serial Number
Sale Lease Hourly
Airframe Hours
Price
Engine Type

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

AVIONICS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

AIRFRAME ENGINE PROP

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL PHOTOS

SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION UPON INSPECTION. THIS AIRCRAFT IS OFFERED SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE OR
LEASE AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN FROM THE MARKET WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.

For more information regarding this aircraft please contact:

Main :
Email :

SkyQuest International is a global aircraft remarketing and acquisition firm. SkyQuest also provides
appraisal services for operators, lenders, leasing companies and asset management firms worldwide.
SkyQuest International has been a leading remarketer of aircraft since 1999.
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YOUR AVIATION PARTNER FOR OVER 50 YEARS
AirMart’s story began more than 50 years ago when our founders Bob and Carolyn Sutherlin started an
FBO, flight school, and aircraft sales office at their hometown airport in southeastern Kentucky. They
quickly earned a nation-wide reputation for their extensive knowledge of aircraft and long-term
relationships with their customers.
In 2003, Grant and Kim Sutherlin continued that legacy. Under their leadership, the company grew from a
dedicated staff of two assistants to a multi-disciplined team of 30 specialized employees.
More than half of our staff are accomplished pilots, with a crew of qualified A&P mechanics, IAs, flight
instructors, and CSIPs ready to serve our customer’s needs as well. Our capable team has helped
thousands of aircraft owners buy and sell with confidence.
Today AirMart sells more than 200 planes around the world each year. We are based on the field at
Lexington’s Blue Grass Airport (LEX) in state of the art, well-appointed offices with more than 11,000
square feet of hangar space. Our acquisition profile has evolved from piston and light twin aircraft to
include turboprops and corporate jets as well.
As your premier aviation resource, our mission is to partner with you at every stage of your aviation
journey. From your first purchase to acquiring your dream plane and every trade or upgrade in between,
our innovation and experience is here to help you make the most of your mission profile. That’s probably
why more than half of our business comes from repeat customers.
We’d love to welcome you to the AirMart family. Let’s continue this adventure together.
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